MOSELEY PARK VALUES

We base our students’ expectations on the 3 R’s

- READY to learn
- RESPECTFUL of others and our school
- RESPONSIBLE for your own learning and our community
The BASE at Moseley Park is a department area where staff will support you if you need help with your learning.

This might be for extra reading sessions, maths support or handwriting groups.

Mr Howe, the school SENCO and his team offer a range of after school and lunchtime clubs (including film club!) to support all students who may need that little bit of extra help.

This team may also support you in your lessons or in 1:1 sessions.
All students complete Art in Key Stage 3 and it’s a really popular subject for GCSE level! There are a lot of different techniques to learn through projects so you will find an Art that suits you.
INTEGRATED STUDIES IN YEAR 7
You’ll take part in a variety of activities during IS lessons – project work, debating, presentations, group activities and much more.

There is a lot of competition between the groups! Teachers are also very competitive so be prepared for a battle!
HARRY POTTER DAY!
WE HAVE A NUMBER OF OUTSIDE SPACES TO ENJOY ON YOUR BREAK & LUNCHTIMES
THESE INCLUDE CAGE AREAS FOR PE LESSONS BUT ALSO USED AT LUNCHTIME BY STUDENTS
PE & EXTRA CURRICULAR CLUBS AT MOSELEY PARK ARE MASSIVELY POPULAR AND WE ARE VERY SUCCESSFUL IN THE CITY!
We take part in a lot of sporting events during school days and after school/weekend trips. We do sports leadership days and take teams to major competitions, including national level!
OUR FITNESS SUITE IS USED FOR BOTH LESSONS AND AFTER SCHOOL CLUBS
PROUD TO SHOW OFF OUR TROPHIES THROUGH HARD WORK AND COMMITMENT FROM OUR STUDENTS
You will take part in a range of leadership activities and complete work to gain bronze, silver and gold awards!

We use our young leaders to help in a variety of whole school events such as open evening, parents evenings, charity events and supporting other students.
We try and learn through practical experiments as much as possible so that science is fun and engaging! Be prepared to see some animal livers/hearts and hear some explosions!

SCIENCE IS VERY PRACTICAL BASED AT MOSELEY PARK – SO GET THOSE GOGGLES ON!
MATHS – NOT SO BORING!

Maths at Moseley Park is fun and engaging – we use Maths Watch for homework and addition home learning tasks to really challenge you! We also set weekly competitions between Tutor groups and the competition can be fierce!
ENGLISH AT MOSELEY PARK

Will you join in the young writers club after school?

Take part in debates and reading competitions?

Who will be the reading champion in your tutor group?
Hugely popular subject and all students take part in Key Stage 3 lessons.

Lots of students learn to play musical instruments through extra lessons – do you fancy learning to play one?
Older students use this area during their break and lunchtimes.

Our new dining hall is currently just being finished off and will be completely ready for you in September, serving delicious hot and cold food choices everyday!

You can also bring your food from home as often as you wish to eat in the dining hall with your friends.
OUR MAIN SCHOOL HALL – USED FOR ASSEMBLIES, PRODUCTIONS AND EXTERNAL SPEAKERS THAT WILL DO WORKSHOPS WITH YOU.
Examples of the school hall used for different events.
We like to do community events such as Christmas Fayre, drama productions and musical performances.

Will you support these with your family or take part in the shows?
Technology are having a make over! All the practical rooms used for resistant materials are being decorated currently! You will study technology from Year 7 and design and make your own products!

Drama – all Key Stage 3 students take part in drama lessons where you will learn a range of drama skills and put them to the test through live group performances.

French – all students in Key Stage 3 will learn a new language - French! This is exciting as it could be used as real skill when looking at further career opportunities, let alone travelling the world!
Don’t worry – we will answer them all when we see you! And remember – everyone at Moseley park is here to help – we have all been a Year 7 student and all students and staff at this school are here to support each other!

We can not wait to meet you!

QUESTIONS? I BET YOU HAVE LOADS!